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Streszczenie: W artykule przedstawiono wyniki testów symulacyjnych układu sterowania maszyny 
indukcyjnej, wykorzystującego metodę DTC-SVM, pracującego w trybie utrzymywania zadanej wartości 

prędkości obrotowej. Symulację przeprowadzono w systemie Matlab z wykorzystaniem modelu 

matematycznego o stałych współczynnikach. Efektywność badanej metody regulacji została przetestowana w 

przypadku znacznych wahań momentu obciążenia oraz krótkotrwałych zapadów napięcia zasilania falownika. 

Uzyskane wyniki pokazują że badana metoda zapewnia bardzo dobrą dynamikę regulacji w przypadku zmian 

momentu obciążenia oraz jej znacznie większą wrażliwość w przypadku zaburzeń napięcia zasilania.   
 

Abstract: The robustness of DTC-SVM control method applied to a maintain a speed reference value of 

induction machine has been analysed in this paper. The simulation study were performed based on ideal 

constant mathematical model of electrical drive implemented in Matlab. The linearized models of torque and 

flux control loops has been presented and examined in terms of frequency response. The performance of 

control method was tested in case of significant load torque variations and short-lived inverter supply voltage 

distortion. The obtained results showed that analysed control system reveals very good dynamic properties in 

case of load torque changes. Further studies have shown that DTC method is much more susceptible for a 

supply voltage distortions.      
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1.  Introduction 

Due to their robustness, reliability and low 
cost the induction machines (IM) gradually 

replace a DC motors in many applications [1]. A 

number of studies have been made to develop 
the high performance and energy efficient 

method of IM control. Due to increase the 

availability of power electronic devices the 

inverter fed IM drives are most frequently used 
in appliances such as: conveyor belts, robots, 

etc. In recent years the direct torque control 

method (DTC) was increasingly used in 
industrial applications demanding a high 

performance speed control of IM [2]. The speed 

value maintaining mode of control is examined 
in this paper, the sensor less application is 

consider, which means that instantaneous value 

of rotor speed need to be estimated by a control 

system based on mathematical model. The 
estimation method, presented among others in [7 

,6 ,3] has been discussed briefly. The 

mathematical model of IM-DTC-SVM electric 
drive has been linearized according with a 

method presented in [10]. Obtained models has 

been tested in terms of frequency and time 

responses. In purpose of investigate the 

robustness of analysed automatic control system 

the simulation tests were performed for two 

different kinds of distortions: significant 
changes of load torque and the short-lived 

supply voltage dip. All simulations has been 

performed using ideal constant parameter 
machine model with were presented in [3].  

2.  Methods 

A. Estimation the state of induction machine in 

sensorless DTC control  
There are many approaches to applied DTC 

method for sensorless control of induction 

machine, reported in a literature [8], [12], [13]. 

The differences between them arise from efforts 
to improve the main disadvantages, which are: 

torque ripple [11], current oscillations and 

variable inverter switching frequency [9]. In 
principle the idea of DTC method is to control 

the stator flux and the motor torque directly, by 

setting a proper state of supplying voltage 

source inverter (VSI). The main problem in 
sensorless control is to obtain the actual state of 

controlled object [14], [15], [16], [17] the 

methodology is compactly quoted below. The 
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most important information about current state 

of machine in terms of any DTC application 

are:  

 stator flux error  

 motor torque error  

 location of stator flux vector on the 
complex plain 

When the drive is torque controlled there is 
no need to inspect a speed, otherwise it is 

calculated based on the rotor flux vector 

location. The obtained value is subtracted from 

a reference one and the result is used as an input 
of PI controller, with produce the reference 

value of motor torque. The current value of 

generated electromagnetic torque is estimated 
based on stator currents measurements and 

supply voltages. In purpose of analyse the 

susceptibility of DTC control strategy to a 
short-lived supply voltage dip, the way of IM 

state estimation is presented below. Those 

methods were described in details in: [1], [3], 

[6].  
The base description of stator flux is given 

by:  

 

(1) 

In the given time interval the stator flux 

vector is calculated based on it’s value in a 

previous time step and a stator winding voltage 
equation, as follows:  

 

  

 

 

 
 

(2) 

 

The rotor flux vector can be represented as a 
function of stator flux and current.  

 

 

(3) 

 

Where dissipation factor σ  is given by:  

  

(4) 

 

In a given period of operating time the rotor 

flux vector can be calculated similarly as sΨ


 , 

but in case of slip-ring motor 0=vr


 .  

 

 (5) 

The generated electromagnetic torque is 
estimated as follows:  

 
 

(6) 

The rate of slip changes is represented as a 
function of electromagnetic torque and a rotor 

flux:  

 

  

(7) 

 

The actual electrical speed is calculated as:  

 

(8) 

Where ωe  is an instantaneous value of rθ  

numerical derivative, calculated from π  to π  

. In order to calculate a mechanical speed the 

number of pols need to be taken into account.  
It is noticeable that all of estimated values 

are, directly or indirectly, dependent of sΨ


 and 

si


. It makes DTC method inherently 

susceptible to a supply voltage distortions.  

B. Linearized model of DTC-SVM drive  
In order to investigate frequency 

characteristic of torque and flux control loop of 

analysed drive, the linearization has been 

performed in accordance with method presented 
in[10]. The obtained, for a torque loop, second 

order transfer function is:  
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(9) 

Where the coefficients are as follows:  

 

  

(10) 

 

  

(11) 

 

(12) 

 
In case of stator flux control loop the 

transfer function 
(s)u

(s)Ψ
=(s)G

sd

s
Ψs  has the same 

structure, but the coefficients are:  

 

  

(13) 

 

  

(14) 

 

  

(15) 

 

The frequency response has been calculated 
for each loop, the results showed that the flux 

loop has a strict low pass filter character. The 

maximum values of torque damping are shifted 

toward higher frequency. The obtained curves 
are presented below.  

 
 

As it was mentioned before the PI controller 

has been used in torque regulation loop, which 
is most common solution [4], [5]. The 

controller gains has been adopted in accordance 

with [6] and the values being: 21875=Ki  and 

1515.5=Kp  . The open loop frequency 

response has been calculated for a controller 

and the control system separately and compare. 

Obtained results showed that due to high value 

of 
Kp

Ki
 ratio the controller gain in high 

frequency portion is substantial. It is noticeable 

that amplification zone of control system 
become wide and the unity gain is achieved for 

secrad ∕75.7  . This can potentially make 

system sensitive for a higher frequency 

distortions.  

 
 
The investigated system reveals very good 

dynamic properties in view of reference value 

tracking. Calculated step response achieved set 
point after 0.03 sec with an overshoot of 10% 

and become stabile after next 0.17 sec.  

 
Fig. 2: Up: open loop controller and 

control system frequency response. Down: 

close loop step response.  

 
Fig. 1: The frequency response of stator 

flux and electromagnetic torque  
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C. Simulation of load torque changes.  
The simulation was performed for a 

undisturbed supply voltage and rapid changes 
of load torque. The initial conditions of 

simulation were determined for a steady state 

with rotor speed 
s

rad
=ωref 124.4  , load 

torque Nm=TL 15899.470  and inverter supply 

voltage V=Vd 1000  . Applied vector of load 

torque values is presented in table 1 . 
  

The parameters of IM mathematical 

model are shown in table 2  .  

 
 

The results show that DTC method very well 

fulfil the task of maintaining a preset value of 

rotor speed, even in case of significant load 
torque variations. Analysed system is able to 

restore a speed set point very quickly, with a 

slight overshoot. For load torque change from 

00.5 LT  to 00.5 LT  during sec0.01  the rotor 

speed is adjusted and stabilized after 0.5 sec. 

The absolute value of load torque change 

100%  of 0LT  , but the speed overshoot is on 

the level of 1.6%  reference value. These 

results prove that analysed control system can 

be considered as robust in view of load torque 

distortions.  

 
 

D. Simulation of short-lived supply voltage 

dip  
As it was mentioned before, analysed 

control method is sensor less which means that 

instantaneous value of rotor speed is calculated 

based on position of rotor flux vector 7. 

According to a relation 3 the )if(=λ sr


 and 

relation 6 the estimated value of 

electromagnetic torque )i,λf(=T sre


 . It 

means that any distortions in a stator supply 
voltage are transferred into control system with 

a inertial dynamic corresponding to electrical 

time constant of stator windings sT  . 

Additionally the error of torque estimation 
caused by voltage distortion has a direct 

influence on a inverter control because it is 

taken into account while calculating the torque 
error, based on which the inverter switching 

vector is chosen. In purpose of investigate the 

susceptibility of DTC control method in respect 

of supply voltage distortions the short-lived 
voltage dip has been simulated. The same initial 

conditions and a constant value of load torque 

has been applied. The voltage dip time duration 
was defined as shown in table below.  

 

 

In accordance with the expectations tested 
distortion result with a very high and rapid 

increase of reference electromagnetic torque. In 

considered case achieved about 175% of its 

initial value and then decrease much less 
steeply. 

 

Fig. 3: IM rotor speed during load torque 

variations 

Table 2: Induction machine model 

parameters 

 

Table 1:  Load torque changes 

 

Table 3: Load torque changes 

 

file:///D:/!!DM/Desktop/Pobrane/Artykuł_IM_DTC/bare_conf.odt/bare_conf-m14.4om%23x14-11r7
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The character of torque reference signal 

causing the rapid increase of stator currents, 

which achieved in a peak almost 200%  of 

initial value. This leads to a conclusion that 

it can be potentially harmful in view of 

current overload. As it was shown 

previously the system is able to restore 

speed value with a very good dynamic, 

even for very significant change of load 

torque the overshoot aren’t greater then 

1.6%  . However in case of supply voltage 

distortions even slight changes can causing 

overshoots. Results presented below has 

been obtained for a 10% supply voltage dip, 

speed overshoot is on the level of 2%  

which proves that analysed system is much 

more susceptible for a voltage distortions, 

than for a load torque variation.  

 

 

3. Conclusion 

The examination of DTC-SVM induction 

motor drive dynamic in case of rapid changes of 
load torque, as well as in terms of short-lived 

supply voltage distortions was a purpose of this 

study. Simulations has been performed using 

the ideal constant mathematical model of three 

phase induction machine, the dynamic of 

inverter has been neglected because of 
significant difference of its time constant in 

reference to motor. In order to investigate and 

compare the frequency response of both torque 

and flux control system branches the model has 
been linearized. It was notice that large value of 

controller gains ratio 
Kp

Ki
 needed to provide 

high performance dynamic in case of load 
torque changes, make the system susceptible for 

a higher frequency distortions. The results of 

simulation studies shows that inverter feed 
induction machine is able to restore a speed 

reference value quickly and with a slight 

overshoot, even in case of significant load 
torque variation the obtained speed overshoot 

has been on the level of 1.6%  . This method is 

inherently susceptible to a disruptions of supply 
voltage. Even short-lived and shallow distortion 

cause significant variations of rotor speed.  
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